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What are radiosondes anyway? (1)

● A tiny computer + sensors + a radio transmitter

● Flown as the payload of a weather balloon

● Gather and transmit data for weather forecasts

● Used by meteorological institutions
○ Ilmatieteen laitos (FMI) in Finland

● Launched up to 4 times per day from a site

● Usually fly for about 2 hours and land in random places



What are radiosondes anyway? (2)

Data gathered by a radiosonde often represented as a Skew-T plot
(dew point, temperature and wind by atmospheric pressure)



What are radiosondes anyway? (3)

Most common ones in Europe are RS41 radiosondes manufactured 
by Vaisala (also a Finnish company)



Why are RS41 radiosondes interesting? (1)

● Vaisala RS41 hardware has been reverse-engineered
● Mostly Commercial Off-the-Shelf components

○ CPU: 32-bit STM32F100C8 microcontroller
■ 24 MHz, 64 kB flash

○ GPS: UBlox UBX-6010
○ TX: SiLabs Si4032 (SPI bus), max power ~60 mW
○ External I²C bus and UART serial port
○ Powered by 2 AA batteries

● The STM32 µC can be reprogrammed
● Sounds a lot like an STM32 development board, doesn't it?



Why are RS41 radiosondes interesting? (2)



Why are RS41 radiosondes interesting? (3)

● Can transmit on 70cm amateur radio band
● No hardware modifications needed for amateur radio use
● Can transmit CW, APRS (AFSK), RTTY + other FSK modulations
● Works as an automatic beacon with GPS positioning
● Open-source amateur radio firmware code available

○ RS41HUP - the original firmware:
https://github.com/darksidelemm/RS41HUP

○ RS41ng - more advanced firmware by me:
https://github.com/mikaelnousiainen/RS41ng

https://github.com/darksidelemm/RS41HUP
https://github.com/mikaelnousiainen/RS41ng


Why are RS41 radiosondes interesting? (4)

● Horus 4FSK, a new modulation developed by Project Horus folks 

in Australia

○ “7 dB improved demodulation compared to RTTY”

○ Significantly better than APRS for tracking

○ Both RS41HUP + RS41ng firmwares support Horus 4FSK

○ Open-source RX software Horus Telemetry GUI:

https://github.com/projecthorus/horus-gui

○ RX chain: any SSB receiver -> audio -> Horus GUI

https://github.com/projecthorus/horus-gui


Why are RS41 radiosondes interesting? (5)



RS41ng firmware transmitting CW, APRS, 4FSK

See this video on Twitter about RS41 transmitting multiple modes.

https://twitter.com/mikaelnou/status/1426582321780641800?s=20&t=mQHl22HHHCTSnGfE29UZww


OK, how can I get one (or two)?



Go for a walk in a forest and you'll find one! (not)



Tracking radiosondes (1): SondeHub

https://sondehub.org/ - Displays launch sites too!

https://sondehub.org/


Tracking radiosondes (2): radiosonde_auto_rx

https://github.com/projecthorus/radiosonde_auto_rx

Tracking hardware:

- 70cm band antenna

- SDR dongle, RTL-SDR

- PC or Raspberry Pi 

running 

radiosonde_auto_rx

https://github.com/projecthorus/radiosonde_auto_rx


Tracking radiosondes (3): radiosonde_auto_rx



Tracking radiosondes (4): rdz_ttgo_sonde

https://github.com/dl9rdz/rdz_ttgo_sonde

https://github.com/dl9rdz/rdz_ttgo_sonde


Chasing a landing balloon (1): SondeHub



Chasing a landing balloon (2):
Mobile RX with radiosonde_auto_rx + chasemapper



Chasing a landing balloon (3): chase car :)



Chasing a landing balloon (4): Recovery
1. Get latitude/longitude 
coordinates from SondeHub or your 
own station/tracker
2. Enter the coordinates to a 
navigation/map application in your 
mobile phone
3. Drive as close as you can get
4. Go for a hike :)

It’s like geocaching with a prize:
free STM32 dev boards falling from 
the sky!



Where do the radiosondes land? (1)

An easy one!



Where do the radiosondes land? (2)

Up in the tree, couldn’t get that one!



Where do the radiosondes land? (3)

This is fun: Just waiting to be picked up!



Where do the radiosondes land? (4)

And yet another one, right between a road and a railway track!



Where do the radiosondes end up? (1)



Where do the radiosondes end up? (2)

● Vaisala RS41 sondes run on 2 

Energizer Ultimate Lithium 

(Li-Ion) batteries.

● Most of them have plenty of 

capacity left because of the 

auto-power-off feature of the 

sonde!

● Have extended temperature 

range, from -40 C to 60 C 

degrees.



Flashing new firmware

Flashing: An ST-LINK USB dongle connected to sonde pin header
Support for sensors: The sonde pin header provides I²C bus



Further experiments with RS41ng firmware

An Si5351 clock generator controlled by the sonde (via I²C bus)

can transmit many digital modes on HF: Horus 4FSK, FT8, WSPR, …



Flying a reprogrammed RS41 sonde (1)

A “feature-rich” flight with live DVB-S video TX by club OH3AA using call sign OH3VHH.

The sonde was a backup APRS tracker on 70cm. (July 2021)



Flying a reprogrammed RS41 sonde (2)

First tests using the Horus 4FSK at club OH3AA.
(August 2021)



Flying a reprogrammed RS41 sonde (3)

First tests using the Horus 4FSK at club OH3AA.
(August 2021)



Flying a reprogrammed RS41 sonde (4)

Tracking a flight via APRS (December 2021).
The sonde cycles through modes: CW, APRS and Horus 4FSK.



Flying a reprogrammed RS41 sonde (5)

Flight path visualized in Google Earth (December 2021).
Excellent performance for Horus 4FSK reception in low altitudes.



What is needed for a flight?

● Flight permit (free, given by Traficom in Finland)

● Automatic amateur radio station permit (free, Traficom)

● Wind forecasts (e.g. http://predict.habhub.org/)

● Helium or hydrogen gas (and possible permits)

● Latex balloons

● Read more about our flights at my blog:

https://0xfeed.tech/

http://predict.habhub.org/
https://0xfeed.tech/


Useful sites about HAB flights /
Other applications for radiosondes

● Project Horus: http://www.projecthorus.org/
● Dave Akerman: http://www.daveakerman.com/
● Overlook Horizons (check out their YouTube channel):

https://www.overlookhorizon.com/

Other applications:

● Mobile APRS tracker
● Beacon for fox hunt (radio direction finding)
● Wireless weather station (APRS weather reports!)
● More…?

http://www.projecthorus.org/
http://www.daveakerman.com/
https://www.overlookhorizon.com/


Thank you!

Mikael Nousiainen OH3BHX

oh3bhx@sral.fi

Follow me on Twitter: 

@mikaelnou
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